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BPC-157 Body Protection Compound Patch
https://globalderm.co.za/product/body-protection-compound-patch/

30 Day Supply 30 Patches R950
Precise Daily Dosage Delivery
Eliminates Injections
Formula Stability

Formula (Per Patch) 1 mg (milligram) of BPC-157 99% Purity
Description: From A as in "astaxanthin" to Z as in "zinc"… It
seems, there's a supplement for everything. Everything
but active tissue repair. Yes, a healthy diet, anti-inflammatory
vitamins and related compounds may help you recover from
everything, ranging from the inevitable daily wear and tear of
our stressful lives to a debilitating injury, but no legally available
supplement has actively promoted wound, bone and overall
tissue healing. Until now…
BPC-157 is a naturally occurring anti-ulcer agent.
BPC-157 is small peptide (only 15 amino acids) that occurs
naturally in our gastric juice, where its main function seems to
be to kickstart and accelerate the renewal and repair of the
constantly assaulted lining of our intestinal tract.

Benefits: BPC-157 works by promoting key growth factors and modulating
the nitric oxide pathway – it is thus not the simply vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) analog it is often misrepresented as. Rather than
acting like VEGF it will promote the complex physiological processes that
occur during wound healing and tissue regeneration and repair both inside and outside of the gastrointestinal tract, where VEGF and
related growth factors as they are promoted by BPC-157 has been shown to:


Promote the regeneration of the cells of the intestinal wall
(intestinal health)
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Promote and accelerate muscle, tendon and bone healing
(sports and other tissue and bone injuries)
Trigger the repair and replacement of atherosclerotic
endothelial cells (cardiovascular health)
Promote, optimize and accelerate wound healing (skin
health and organ damage)
Prevent and reverse lesions of the intestinal tract, liver, and
even brain as they can occur in response to the (ab-)use of
certain pain medications.
Heal (stress-induced) ulcers and fistulas as they are
increasingly common due to our stressful (this refers to
"stress" as general oxidative stress)
Serve as a remedy for a plethora of central nervous system
disorders that originate in the gut by (a) the local repair of
the intestinal lining and (b) direct neuroprotective effects
in the brain.

It’s no wonder researchers decided to call this protein "Body Protecting
Compound"
For people with Crohn's disease, IBS and other intestinal
pathologies, for example, BPC-157 could literally be a life-saver for everyone else a potentially health-promoting health-insurance, which
acts on signaling pathways that have been implicated in heart and vascular
health and seems to play a role in the etiology of vascular dementia,
Alzheimer's. BPC-157 has also generated significant attention
within the athletic community because of its ability to battle
muscular or tendon injuries!

Why should you use a transdermal time-release patch for BPC157: Until the introduction of our new patch, the most common way to
supplement with BPC-157 has been via injection or sublingual pills or
liquid. These methods are problematical in that getting the correct daily
dosage is difficult, and that BPC-157 is highly unstable in liquid form. Now
with our new BPC-157 time-release transdermal patch, both of those issues
are non-issues. The patch delivers the correct daily dosage over the 8-hour
time-release function of the patch and our “formula-in-adhesive” patches
insure 100% stability.
Here's where unique patch technology comes in. Having been developed to
transport much larger peptides across the skin barrier, the new BPC-157
Patches will progressively release your daily dose of BPC-157 into the
circulation. By placing the patch on or next to an injured muscle, tendon, or
other damaged tissues, the patches also have a certain tissue-specificity that
would otherwise be seen only with injectable peptides.
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Patch application can be general or site specific: Depending on where
you place the patch you can thus focus on either the systemic or the local
effects of BPC-157. When placed directly on or close to an injury such as a
torn hamstring, the injured tissue will benefit particularly from the
regenerative capacity of the patch. If you place the patch on the upper arm,
the shoulders or other common application areas where the skin is
relatively thin and the patch's full 1mg of BCP-157 will predominantly pass
into the bloodstream, BPC-157 will exert its organ-protective, proregenerative effects throughout your whole body.
If you plan on using the BCP-157 patch continuously, it is important to
remember that it shares the same U-shaped dose-benefit ratio you may
know from other growth factor releasing peptides. Accordingly, we cannot
recommend mega-dosing BPC-157 by applying several patches at a time
over longer time spans – not because there's proven evidence of harm, but
rather because we don't have sufficient safety data, yet.
Moreover, being dosed at 1mg/patch our new BPC-157 Patch already
contains a significantly higher amount of the potent tissue regenerator than
you'd need to initiate the repair processes. In that, it is important to note
that our unique time-release technology allows the BPC-157 level in your
blood and tissue to remain decently stable over a 24h period thus reducing
the risk of side effects due to acute overdosing while still optimizing all the
physiological processes that critically depend on VEGF and related growth
factors; from general organ and vascular health to muscle recovery and
bone, tendon and ligament healing.
In other words, with our patch you will get the benefits of injectable BPC157 without the hassle of having to inject it – all by applying a single small
patch to your skin.
This patch is awesome for men and woman at any age!

Product Reviews
Review
This is the first time I have used a patch, I Have been using this patch just over 2
weeks and I am absolutely amazed by how quickly I am recovering from training, not
only that little aches I have picked up over the years of training have disappeared, I
can only attribute this to BPC-157 patch as that is all I've changed, with these effects
being noticed I would have a safe bet the internal goodness off BPC-157 we can't
measure is taking place to, excellent product, has certainly won my custom and
loyalty.
Review
I have Crohn’s and I read that BPC-157 may help to moderate Crohn’s symptoms, so I
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placed a 30-day order. I just placed a new 180-day order because I got relief by the
time I used the second patch. I’m really impressed! Also, I called and spoke to a very
well informed and polite person when I called the company to learn more about
them.
Review
A few months ago, a friend of mine with serious digestive system issues told me how
this patch moderated his symptoms dramatically. I have been using your BPC-157
patch for a few weeks and I can tell you it works!
Review
This patch is awesome! I ordered it to reduce my arthritis pain and it works! Now I’m
going to try the Fat Burner patches because the results demonstrated that they are a
credible company.
Review
Just wanted to say that I think your product is very good.
Although not as effective as injecting BP 157 , which I have done for chronic golfers
elbow, it really has helped me out during a flare after a martial arts injury. I had
concerns over the molecular weight and whether it could actually penetrate via a
transdermal but it certainly seems to be working although at a slower pace and not as
effective as a subcutaneous local injection. Also your pricing is amazing which raised
an eyebrow! It really has made me consider teething your other patches.
Review
WOW, I got the new BPC-157 patch a week ago and I am truly amazed! I recently had
knee tendon surgery and I know for a fact that this patch is turbo charging the
healing process for me.
Review
I changed from injections to this time release patch and I should have done it a long
time ago. Your patch is wonderful. So easy to use and the price is right!
Review
I have always had problems with ulcers due to my stressful occupation. This patch
has helped me very much!
Review
I had my second rotator cuff surgery a couple of months ago and purchased a 90-day
supply of the BPC-157 patch to help speed up my recovery. This patch is awesome. I
compare my first rehab without the BPC-157 to this most recent rehab and I’m
amazed. Thank You
Review
No more injections for me! This patch is awesome!
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The Food and Drug Administration has not evaluated the statements on this
resource education page. Natural ingredients mentioned are not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. No nutrient claims are made. All
content is shared as educational information and is not meant to be construed as
medical advice, nor should any content be used to self-diagnose or treat any
medical condition; the material on this page does not take the place of professional
care provided by a physician. The information on this page is fully referenced from
source material published from studies and clinical trials available online.
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